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Integrating CCMS with Edge 
Computing
● Edge Computing is hot topic of research, in the field of IoT today. Neural Network Models, which 

were once very heavy and required high-end machines, are now runnable on edge devices which 

have low power and memory limitations.

● For example, Microsoft has a Neural Network model of size 1kB, deployed on their Cortana 

device to detect their wakeword.



Solution Architecture 



Complaint Management System

1. Barcode /  QR code

● Assigning barcodes/QR code to each of the street light poles , which 
contains all the meta-data of the pole .

● To register a complaint user can just scan the code on the pole and file 
complaint.

 2.     Web Portal 

● User can manually mark the location of the pole using maps leading to 
effective localization of faulty pole .



Fault Monitoring and Diagnostic System

 Neural Network based analysis : 

● A lot of data is being generated, because of which Neural Networks are a good fit. 

Neural Networks are known to perform better with increasing data.

● Fine-grained features can be extracted from voltage and current signals, which will 

be used to train a Recurrent Neural Network model.

● Features are extracted in multiple domains like time domain, frequency domain or 

wavelet domain, to extract as much information as possible.

● Dimensionality reduction methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

can be applied.

● Using the many features, we can perform fault detection, fault classification as 

well as fault prediction.

 



Some insights from Dataset

● The  dataset provided does not contains any fault related information.

● Incorporating some previous analysed data (labels generated by our 

model / manually annotated or inferred ) to use our model for a semi 

supervised way can increase model’s predictive capabilities.

● Furthermore , this can be scaled to a self learning network once the 

model  has learned enough to predict fault labels. 

 



Execution :

   Stage 1

Collecting and Processing 
Dataset

Some , initial manual intervention 
required for better results

Training our Model

Stage 
2

Porting the model into 
CCMS

Stage 
3

Deploying smart CCMS

Satge 
4



Conclusion
Impact :  

● Efficient energy management , saving a lot of monetary resources.

● Reducing the fault rate of transmission systems as the device can prevent faults 

before happening.

● Making CCMS device capable of making smart decision on their own without using 

any cloud based services.

Creativity: Use of QR Code for poles, which we believe in novel. Making CCMS capable 

of edge computing.
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